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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,NALBARI 

G.R Case No. 1625/2015 

u/s 341/427/323/34 IPC. 

State of Assam 

 -Vs- 

        1. Bhupen Deka 

   2. Tinku Deka.......Accused(s) 

 

PRESENT : D.M. Hussain, AJS. 

 

ADVOCATES APPEARED : 

For the state         : Mr. A. Barman, A.P.P. 

For the accused    : Mr. P. Das, Advocate. 

Dates of evidence : 06-06-16, 14-07-16, 03-12-16, 04-07-17, 11-10-18   

  & 06-12-18. 

Dates of argument  : 25-01-2019 & 21-02-2019 

Date of judgment  : 21-02-2019 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

PROSECUTION CASE: 

1. The prosecution case in brief as unfolded from the 'ejahar' dated 25-10-

2015 filed by Samista Deka is that on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30/4:00 pm while 

one daily wage labourer was erecting a new fence replacing the old one on the 
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southern boundary of her 'basti', accused Bhupen Deka misbehaved with the 

daily wage labourer and restrained him from erecting the fence and uprooted the 

fencing and threw it and threatened to assault her husband with the bamboo 

‘guj’. Later accused Bhupen Deka caught the hand of her husband and accused 

Tinku Deka came chasing with a 'tangon'. Accused Tinku Deka pressed the neck 

of her husband with his hands. When she came to restrain, accused Tinku Deka 

slapped on her head, pushed her and threw her over the bamboo fencing and 

assaulted her with his hand and leg causing injuries over her body. Accused 

Tinku Deka brought one bamboo 'tangon' and threatened to kill her. The people 

who assembled interfered and saved her life. 

2. The said ejahar was received and registered as Belsor P.S. case no. 

244/15 u/s 341/427/506/325/34 IPC dated 25-10-2015. After completion of 

investigation charge-sheet no. 158/15 dated 31-10-2015 was submitted against 

accused persons namely Bhupen Deka and Tinku Deka u/s 341/427/323/34 IPC. 

Copy was furnished to the accused persons. Particulars of offence u/s 

341/427/323/34 IPC were read over and explained to the accused persons to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

i) Whether on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30/4:00 pm the accused persons in 

furtherance of common intention wrongfully restrained the informant, her 

husband and Ramesh Talukdar and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 

341/34 IPC ? 

ii) Whether on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30/4:00 pm the accused persons in 

furtherance of common intention committed mischief and thereby caused 

wrongful loss or damage to the property of informant to the amount of Rs.50/- or 

upwards and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 427/34 IPC ? 

Iii) Whether on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30/4:00 pm the accused persons in 

furtherance of common intention voluntarily caused hurt to the informant & her 

husband and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 323/34 IPC? 
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4. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

The prosecution examined six witnesses along with one court witness while the 

defence declined to adduce any evidence. The statement in defence of the 

accused persons u/s 313 Cr.P.C. were recorded wherein they denied their 

involvement with the alleged offences. I have heard the arguments advanced by 

learned counsels of both sides and also perused the evidence available on record, 

my findings with reasons are as follows: 

5. PW 1 Samista Deka who is the informant deposed that Bhupen Deka is 

the son of the elder brother of her father-in-law. Accused Tinku Deka is her 

'bhatija'. The incident took place on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30/4:00 pm. She was 

in her house at the time of incident. She heard a quarrel outside. Binita Kaibarta 

came and informed that her husband was assaulted. She came out running and 

saw that accused Tinku Deka was pressing the neck of her husband and accused 

Bhupen Deka was holding the two hands of her husband. Accused Tinku Deka 

came chasing with a 'tangon' towards her. The people who assembled restrained 

him. Tinku threw the 'tangon' and hit her over her head with his hand, pushed 

her and hold her hair and threw her over the bamboo fence. Tinku again brought 

one 'tangon' for assaulting her but the people who assembled restrained him. 

Thereafter, accused Tinku verbally abused her and her daughter Dikshita Deka. 

She sustained injuries in her leg, head, and neck. She informed the matter to the 

elderly people of the village. Later she filed the 'ejahar'. During cross-examination 

PW 1 deposed that her 'basti' is adjacent to the pond of the accused. On the date 

of incident her labourer was giving fencing on the boundary. Bhupen Deka 

verbally abused the labourer alleging that he had encroached the boundary. She 

was working in the kitchen. Tinku Deka pressed the neck of her husband for few 

seconds. Tinku was holding the 'tangon' for 2/3 seconds. The 'tangon' was about 

4 feet in length and 2½ inch in radius. Tinku threw the 'tangon' and came to 

assault her with his hand. Police came to the P.O but did not seized the 

tangon.She along with labourer Ramesh Talukdar ,Tarini Deka ,Binita Koibarta 

and Bijoya Kaibarta were present.Santosh Deka came to the P.O after she was 

assaulted .She admitted that Bhanu Deka w/o of Bhupen Deka filed a case 
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against her husband ,Santosh Deka and Tarini Deka with allegations of assault. 

6. PW 2 Smti Binita Kaibarta deposed that on 30-10-2015 at about 3-30/4 

pm she came out of the house of Binod Deka after having meal and went 

towards the road hearing hue & cry .She saw that Tinku Deka brought one 

‘tangon’ measuring 1 ft length to hit Binod Deka .She informed Samista Deka. 

She saw that Bhupen Deka was holding the hands and Tinku Deka was pressing 

the neck of Binod Deka. When Samista asked as to why they were assaulting 

then Tinku Deka slapped Samista and threw her over the fencing. The 

neighbouring persons restrained and Binod Deka and Samista Deka came home. 

During cross examination PW 2 deposed that police came to the P.O on 23-10-

2015. Police did not seized the broken fence, lathi. She does not know the reason 

as to why the quarrel took place. She found about 20 persons at the P.O. 

Hementa Deka restrained the accuseds. None came forward to save Binod Deka. 

7. PW 3 Bijoya Kaibarta deposed that the incident took place on 23-10-2015 

She was coming after working in the house of another person .She saw Tinku 

Deka assaulting Samista Deka and throwing her over the bamboo fencing. During 

cross examination PW 3 deposed that Binita Kaibarta is her daughter. 

8. PW 4 Ramesh Talukdar deposed that he was doing ‘hazira’ work in the 

house of Binod Deka. He was erecting the fence in the boundary of Binod Deka. 

The wife of the accused came and asked him as to why he erected the fencing at 

that place. She told that her husband would come and would remove the 

fencing. Bhupen Deka came and verbally abused him. A quarrel took place 

between Binod Deka, Bhupen Deka and his son Tinku Deka. Tinku Deka pushed 

the wife of Binod by holding her neck and she fell down .There after Tinku came 

chasing with a ‘tangon’. No marpit took place. Bhupen Deka broke the fencing 

and threw it. During  cross-examination PW 4  deposed that he erected the 

fencing as per instruction of Binod Deka. He deposed that at the time of the 

incident except him, Binod Deka and the wife of Bhupen Deka no other persons 

were present .He admitted that he did not state before police that Tinku pushed 

the wife of Bhupen. He also admitted that he did not state before police that 

Bhupen pushed and Tinku assaulted. 
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9. PW 5  ( M.O.) Dr. Prakash Jyoti Barman deposed that on 23-10-2015 at 

about 9:40 pm he examined Binod Deka escorted by H/G Ramij Ali and found 

history of alleged assault on 23-10-2015 followed by lacerated injury over right 

little finger and right thumb finger of foot. Patient also complained of pain over 

the neck. Nature of injury was simple caused by blunt weapon. On the same day 

he examined Samista Deka and found history of alleged assault on 23-10-2015 at 

about 4:00 pm followed by lacerated injury over the right arm. Patient 

complained of pain over the head. Nature of injury was simple caused by blunt 

object. During cross-examination PW 5 admitted that Belsor P.S. case number has 

not been noted in the injury report. The injuries may occur upon fall upon hard 

substance. He deposed that when fresh injury is detected on examination of a 

patient the same is reflected in the medical report. He had not stated in Exhibit 2 

and Exhibit 3 that he found fresh injury upon victim Binod Deka and Samista 

Deka. As the time of injury is not mentioned in medical report the injuries 

sustained could be old injury. In Exhibit 2 both the injuries are on the right foot. 

Except lacerated injury upon right little finger and right thumb finger he did not 

find any other visible external injury on the body of victim Binod Deka. He cannot 

say which of the two victims were examined earlier as the time of examination of 

both the victims are the same. Both the victims were advised X-ray and CT scan 

but no report were shown to him. Victim Binod Deka complained of pain in neck 

but on examination he did not find any visible external injury. Pain in neck could 

be due to several reasons. 

10. PW 6 Dilip Deka (I.O.) deposed that on 25-10-2015 the ejahar filed by 

Samista Deka was registered and I/O Dharmeswar Haloi was endorsed to 

investigate the case but as he expired, on 30-10-2015 at about 11:30 am he was 

endorsed to investigate the case by the O/C Belsor P.S. and after completion of 

investigation he submitted charge sheet against the accused persons. During 

cross examination he deposed that the victims examined themselves medically at 

Belsor Milan Hospital on their own. As per the prescriptions submitted to him by 

the victims the OPD registration number of victim Samista Deka is 1971 dated 

23-10-2015. As per exhibit 3 medical report of Samista Deka the O.P.D. 

Registration number is mentioned as 1973(E). He has not collected the medical 
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report bearing OPD registration no. 1971 of Samista Deka. He did not find any 

broken articles at the place of occurrence for the purpose of seizure. The place of 

occurrence in Belsor P.S. case no. 245/15 is similar with this case. 

11. CW 1 Binod Kr. Deka deposed that the informant is his wife. The incident 

took place on 23-10-2015 at about 3:30-4:00 pm. On that day while Ramesh 

Talukdar (daily wage labourer) was giving bamboo fence on the southern side in 

the 'basti' land in front of his house he was on the road on the northern side of 

the 'basti' land. At that time accused Bhupen Deka restrained Ramen Talukdar, 

misbehaved with him and verbally abused him and uprooted the newly erected 

bamboo post and fencing and broke one banana tree. Bhupen Deka brought one 

bamboo 'guj' and came towards him and shouted 'fali pelam'. He verbally abused 

him, caught hold of his hands. Accused Tinku Deka came with a 4 ft. long 

bamboo 'tangon' towards him to hit him. Thereafter, leaving the 'tangon' accused 

Tinku Deka pressed his neck with both the hands. Binita Koiborto who was 

passing by the road saw Tinku Deka pressing his neck and shouted his wife 

telling 'o khuri o khuri, khurak marilak'. At that time his wife Samista Deka came 

to the place of occurrence and shouted 'mur swamir kunu nai buli vabiso neki, 

enekoi je mariso'. Tinku Deka came chasing his wife and slapped and pushed his 

wife with hand and threw her over the bamboo fencing. Thereafter, Tinku Deka 

with his hands and legs injured his wife and tore her clothes. Tinku Deka brought 

one bamboo 'tangon' and threatened to kill him and his wife. Binita Koiborto, 

Bijaya Koiborto, Ramesh Talukdar rescued him. Thereafter, the accused persons 

Bhupen Deka and Tinku Deka verbally abused him and his family members with 

obscene words from the place of occurrence. He sustained injury in his neck and 

head. His wife Samista Deka sustained injury in her neck, head, legs and other 

parts of her body. He informed the gaonburah Haren Chakraborty and local 

villagers about the matter.  Later on that day at about 8:00 pm his wife Samista 

Deka filed the 'ejahar' before Belsor P.S. Thereafter, he and his wife were sent to 

Belsor Model Hospital for treatment.During cross-examination CW 1 deposed that 

in the 'ejahar' the date of incident  is mentioned as 25-10-2015 at three places.  

Bhanu Deka filed a case against him, his elder brother Tarini Deka and Santosh 

Deka (bhatija) on the next day of the incident. Ramesh Talukdar was present 
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during the incident from beginning to end. On the southern side of the place 

where he was erecting the fence is the land of the accused. He did not informed 

the accused persons on the day that he was  going to give a new fence.  Tarini 

and Santosh were not present at the time of incident. They came to the place of 

occurrence later. There was no boundary dispute with the accused persons. 

12. Section 339 IPC defines wrongful restraint and states- Whoever 

voluntarily obstructs any person so as to prevent that person from proceeding in 

any direction in which that person has a right to proceed, is said wrongfully to 

restrain that person. Section 341 IPC provides the punishment for wrongful 

restrain. 

13. Section 425 IPC defines Mischief and states- Whoever with intent to 

cause, or knowing that he is likely to cause, wrongful loss or damage to the 

public or to any person, causes the destruction of any property, or any such 

change in any property or in the situation thereof as destroys or diminishes its 

value or utility, or affects it injuriously, commits “mischief”. Explanation 1.—It is 

not essential to the offence of mischief that the offender should intend to cause 

loss or damage to the owner of the property injured or destroyed. It is sufficient 

if he intends to cause, or knows that he is likely to cause, wrongful loss or 

damage to any person by injuring any property, whether it belongs to that 

person or not. Explanation 2.—Mischief may be committed by an act affecting 

property belonging to the person who commits the act, or to that person and 

others jointly. 

14. Section 427 IPC provides that whoever commits mischief and thereby 

causes loss or damage to the amount of fifty rupees or upwards, shall be 

punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to 

two years, or with fine, or with both. 

15. Section 319 IPC defines ‘hurt’ and states- whoever causes bodily pain, 

disease or infirmity to any person is said to cause hurt. 

16. Section 321 IPC defines ‘voluntarily causing hurt’ and states - whoever 

does any act with the intention of thereby causing hurt to any person, or with the 
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knowledge that he is likely thereby to cause hurt to any person, and does 

thereby cause hurt to any person, is said “voluntarily to cause hurt”. 

17. Section 323 IPC provides the punishment for voluntarily causing hurt and 

states- whoever, except in the case provided for by section 334, voluntarily 

causes hurt, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to one year, or with fine which may extend to one thousand 

rupees, or with both. 

18. It appears form the evidence on record that PW 1 Samista Deka deposed 

that she saw Tinku Deka pressing the neck of her husband and Bhupen Deka 

was holding the two hands of her husband. Accused Tinku Deka hit her over her 

head with his hand, pushed her and hold her hair and threw her over the 

bamboo fence. She sustained injuries in her leg, head, and neck. CW 1 Binod 

Deka corroborated the evidence and deposed that Bhupen Deka caught hold of 

his hands and accused Tinku Deka pressed his neck with both the hands. Tinku 

Deka slapped and pushed his wife with hand and threw her over the bamboo 

fencing and assaulted his wife with his hands and legs. PW 2 Binita Koibarta 

deposed that she saw that Bhupen Deka was holding the hands of Binod Deka 

and Tinku Deka was pressing the neck of Binod Deka.Tinku Deka slapped 

Samista and threw her over the fencing. PW 3 Bijoya Koibarta deposed that she 

saw Tinku Deka assaulting Samista Deka and throwing her over the bamboo 

fencing. PW 4 Ramesh Talukdar deposed that  Tinku Deka pushed the wife of 

Binod by holding her neck and she fell down. Bhupen Deka broke the fencing and 

threw it. PW 5 (M.O.) deposed that Binod Deka complained of pain over the 

neck, he found lacerated injury over right little finger and right thumb finger of 

foot. He examined Samista Deka who complained of pain over her head and 

found lacerated injury over the right arm. Nature of injury was simple caused by 

blunt object. 

19. While appreciating the evidence of eye witnesses I find that apart from 

minor inconsistencies inspite of lengthy cross examination the defence could not 

shake their credibility. It appears that the victims were medically examined on 

23-10-2015 at about 9-40 pm with police escort and version given by eye 
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witnesses is well supported by medical evidence on record Exhibit 2 & Exhibit 3 

and the delay in filing the ejahar cannot be said to be fatal to the prosecution 

case. 

20. It appears that the prosecution failed to prove offence u/s 341 IPC & 427 

IPC against the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt. The prosecution 

also has not been able to prove common intention but I find accuseds Bhupen 

Deka & Tinku Deka liable for individual acts of commission of offence u/s 323 

IPC. I hold the accused persons guilty under the aforesaid section and convict 

them there under. 

21. Considering the facts and circumstances of the case, I am of the opinion 

that this is not a fit case to invoke the provision under section-360 of Cr.P.C. or 

Probation of Offenders Act, 1958. Heard the convicts on the quantum of 

sentence and they pleaded to be dealt leniently. 

22. Considering the nature and gravity of offence I am of the considered the 

opinion that imposition of fine would meet the ends of justice and accordingly, I 

sentence the convicts Bhupen Deka and Tinku Deka to pay a fine of Rs.1,000/- 

(Rupees one thousand) each for offence u/s 323 of Indian Penal Code and i/d of 

payment of fine to undergo simple imprisonment for one month each. 

23. The fine amount if recovered from the convicts be paid equally to victims 

Smti Samista Deka & Binod Kumar Deka as compensation. A copy of the 

judgment be furnished to the convicts free of cost. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 21st day of February, 2019. 

Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Nalbari 
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APPENDIX 

 

Witnesses for the prosecution 

PW 1- Samista Deka. 

PW 2- Binita Kaibarta. 

PW 3- Bijoya Kaibarta. 

PW 4- Ramesh Talukdar. 

PW 5- Dr. Prakash Jyoti Barman (M.O.) 

PW 6- Dilip Deka (I.O.) 

Witnesses for the defence 

None 

Prosecution Exhibits 

Exhibit 1- 'Ejahar' 

Exhibit 1(1)- Signature of the informant. 

Exhibit 2 & 3- Injury reports. 

Exhibit 2(1) & 3(1)-Signatures of Dr. Prakash Jyoti Barman (M.O.) 

Exhibit 4- Sketch map. 

Exhibit 4(1)- Signature of Dilip Deka (I.O.) 

Exhibit 5- Charge sheet. 

Exhibit 5(1)- Signature of Dilip Deka (I.O.) 

Defence Exhibits 
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None 

Court Witnesses: 

CW 1- Binod Kumar Deka. 

                                                      Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate 
                                                Nalbari 

 

 

21-02-2019 :   

   Accused persons are present. Further heard argument of learned 

counsels of both sides . Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court. 

   The prosecution failed to prove offence u/s 341 IPC & 427 IPC 

against the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt. The prosecution also 

has not been able to prove common intention but I find accuseds Bhupen Deka & 

Tinku Deka liable for individual acts of commission of offence u/s 323 IPC. I hold 

the accuseds guilty under the aforesaid section and convict them there under. 

   Considering the facts and circumstances of the case, I am of the 

opinion that this is not a fit case to invoke the provision under section-360 of 

Cr.P.C. or Probation of Offenders Act, 1958. Heard the convicts on the quantum 

of sentence and they pleaded to be dealt leniently. 

   Considering the nature and gravity of offence I am of the 

considered the opinion that imposition of fine would meet the ends of justice and 

accordingly, I sentence the convicts Bhupen Deka and Tinku Deka to pay a fine 

of Rs.1,000/- (Rupees one thousand) each for offence u/s 323 of Indian Penal 

Code and i/d of payment of fine to undergo simple imprisonment for one month 

each. 

   The fine amount if recovered from the convicts be paid equally to 

victims Smti Samista Deka & Binod Kumar Deka as compensation. 

   A copy of the judgment be furnished to the convicts free of cost. 
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   Hence, this case stands disposed of. 

           Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
      Nalbari. 

21-02-2019: 

  Later on: the convicts Bhupen Deka & Tinku Deka vide pet no. 

7589/19 paid the fine amount of Rs.1,000/-  (one thousand) each totaling to 

Rs.2,000/- (two thousand) which is received by the B. Asstt. Deposit the said 

amount in Govt. Treasury under proper head. Issue notice to victims Smti 

Samista Deka & Binod Kumar Deka to receive the fine amount as compensation. 

 Fix 07-03-2019 for N/O. 

 Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,
 Nalbari 


